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Weatherby cartridge collection, Weatherby, a name mentioned often around the

campfire with respect and envy!  This collection has 11 Weatherby classic

calibers mounted in it. All deactivated so no permit is required. Calibers

include  224; 270;  300;  378;  416;  460;  338-378;  340;  30-378;  7mm;  240. 

The 460 Weatherby  Mag was the most powerful shoulder fired cartridge in the

world including the mighty 600 Nitro  until the advent of the 700 Nitro. The

ammo box in this collection is going for R600 on EBAY alone (empty). These

are original cartridges not fake dummy rounds. Set in a classic gold wooden

vintage frame. You wont find another like it! The photos don't do it justice. For

the collector who almost has everything in their mancave. Try find another one

like it?? Trevor .  

Seller Info

Name: Trevor Geldenhuis

Company

Name:

PromoAmmo

First Name: Trevor

Last Name: Geldenhuis

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 2094

Address: Kensington

Phone: +082 (440) 618-9

Listing details

Title: Weatherby cartridge collection

Price: R 3,500.00

Make: Weatherby

Model: 11 Weatherby classic cartridges.

Condition: Brand New
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Description: Weatherby, a name mentioned often around the

campfire with respect and envy!  This collection has

11 Weatherby classic calibers mounted in it. All

deactivated so no permit is required. Calibers

include  224; 270;  300;  378;  416;  460;  338-378; 

340;  30-378;  7mm;  240.  The 460 Weatherby  Mag

was the most powerful shoulder fired cartridge in the

world including the mighty 600 Nitro  until the

advent of the 700 Nitro. The ammo box in this

collection is going for R600 on EBAY alone

(empty). These are original cartridges not fake

dummy rounds. Set in a classic gold wooden vintage

frame. You wont find another like it! The photos

don't do it justice. For the collector who almost has

everything in their mancave. Try find another one

like it?? Trevor .

 

Business or Customer

Name:

Trevor

Phone: +082 (440) 618-9

Email: trevorgeldenhuis@yahoo.

com

Address: Kensington

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Gauteng

City: Johannesburg
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